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ABSTRACT. Harrison's analysis of Cr-diffeomorphisms which are not conju-

gate to Cs-diffeomorphisms for s > r > 0 is extended to dimension = 4.

Also topological conjugacy may be generalized to an arbitrary change of dif-

ferentiable structure. Combining these statements yields: for any smooth

manifold of dimension > 2 there is a C-diffeomorphism which is not a Cs-

diffeomorphism w.r.t. any smooth structure.

Our seminar had the pleasure of reading Jenny Harrison's papers [HI and H2]

in which she constructs examples of Cr-diffeomorphisms fn<r of Dn x S1 which are

not topologically conjugate to Cs-diffeomorphisms for all s > r > 0 and n + 1 ^ 1

or 4. It is a result of Denjoy [D] that C2-diffeomorphisms of S1 are conjugate

into C°°; however, the cases where n -I-1 = 4 are not actually exceptional. A baby

version of Rob Kirby's famous "torus trick" may be inserted into Harrison's proof to

replace the difficult fact that when n + 1 ^ 4 any homeomorphisms of Dn x S1 may

be approximated by C^-diffeomorphisms.2 Modified in this way, the argument is

elementary and self-contained and applies equally well in dimension = 4.

In briefest outline, Harrison shows that when the rotation numbers along the or-

bits of/n,r vary as rapidly as CT permits, volume considerations prevent "spreading

out" the orbits by a topological conjugation so that they might vary in a more grad-

ual Cs fashion. The technical device used to link the dynamics with volume requires

the conjugating homeomorphism to be near the identity. Actually, the proof only

uses nearness in the S1 factor and this may be obtained by lifting everything to a

finite cover.

The conjugating homeomorphism h may be assumed, after composing with a

diffeomorphism if necessary, to be homotopic to the identity. Fix a lift fn,r,i of

fntT along the /-fold covering Dn x S1 ^ Dn x S1 and use the homotopy to

define lifts hi of h also to the Z-fold cover. If h o fnr o h~l is Cs so is any lift

(ho fnroh~1)i = /i/o/n^jo/ij-1. Thus h¡ conjugates the Cr-diffeomorphism fn,r,i

into C9. But Kirby's observation is that the distance between h¡ : Dn x S1 <-• and

idj5"xs1 (as measured in the S1-factor!) approaches zero as / approaches infinity.

For / sufficiently large hi is closer to the identity (in the S1-factor) than the constant

(= 1/12) appearing in Harrison's proof. We observe that all the lifts fn,r,i satisfy

the criteria of Harrison's construction so that the constant does not depend on the
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choice of I. Thus fn¡r cannot be conjugated into Cs because then /n,r,i would be

conjugate by hi into Cs, a possibility excluded by the closeness of hi to id (in the

S1-factor) when I is large.

Further, Harrison's constructions on arbitrary manifolds also extend to dimen-

sion = 4. To describe this it is convenient to back up and slightly reorganize her

proof so that "distance" is measured merely by a smooth map—rather than smooth

submersion—to the circle. In this way we will not arrive at difficult approximation

questions. This simplified approach leads to the somewhat stronger conclusion (see

Theorem 2.1) that Harrison's C-diffeomorphisms are not Cs, for any s > r, with

respect to any differentiate structure on the underlying manifold.3 (Note that

Ito/o/i-1 is Cs with respect to a differentiable structure T if and only if / was

already in Cs with respect to h*(T).)

1. Let n be any integer > 1, and let r be any real number > 0. Let us recall

Harrison's construction of fnj : Dn x S1 —► Dn x S1. Take ojt to be a sequence of

positive integers such that Ofc > 2, X^fcLi(l/Qfc)n^r < °° (hence a* —> co), and

(1.1) W-)      = 00   VS>r.

(We can take for example ak = the integer part of ((fclog2 k)/c)r/n + 2 for some

constant c > 0.) By [H2, Lemma 1] and its proof, there exists a sequence a^ with

Ofc > 0, l/afcdj. —► 0, and

(1-2) E«î < CO.

By the Packing Lemma [H2, Lemma 2], there exist disjoint closed n-cubes Qk with

edges of length a*: in Rn whose centers converge to the origin. Dropping out a

finite number of terms in the sequences ak and ak, we may assume that

(1-3) QçfcÇI>Q) = jx€R";|z|<ij

Let $: R" — [0,1] be a smooth (C°°) bump function with support in Dn(l/2)

such that $(0) = 1. Then fn<r : Dn x S1 -► Dn x S1 is defined by

.... ,    i j (x,t + (l/akM(x-qk)/ak))    iixGQk,

[     ' UAX,)~\(x,t) otherwise,

where x G Dn, t G S1 = R/2ît, and qk is the center of the cube Qk-   fn,r is a

Cr-diffeomorphism (see [H2, p. 253]) with

(1.5) /n,r = id   near dQkxSl,

(1.6) fn,r(qk,t) = (qk,t + l/ak)    VfeS1.
_

3In particular note that when n = 3, Dn x S1 may have differential structures which are not

product structures. This means Fubini's theorem (as used in Harrison's argument) will not be

available, necessitating the above mentioned reorganization.
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As we remarked in the introduction, a combination of Harrison's argument and

the idea of Kirby's torus trick shows that fn¡r can not be conjugated to any Cs-

diffeomorphism for s > r. In the following section, we will give a general argument

which shows particularly that fn>r is not Cs with respect to any differential struc-

ture on Dn x S1.

2. Let Mn+1 be any ((n + l)-dimensional) C°°-manifold, n + 1 > 2. Let * be

a smooth embedding of Dn x S1 to Mn+1. Define /: Mn+1 -* Mn+1 by

r tfo/^o*-»   ifpe*(z?"xs1),
(2-1) f(p) = < .,_.

(. p otherwise.

Then / is obviously a C-diffeomorphism.

THEOREM 2.1. For any C°°-manifold Nn+1 homeomorphic to Mn+1 and for

any homeomorphism h: Mn+1 —► An+1, the mapping ho f o h-1 : An+1 —► An+1

is not Cs for any real number s > r.

The proof is based on the following

LEMMA 2.2. Letn: S1 —* S1 be a fixed point free homeomorphism withna = id

for some integer a > 2, and let X: S1 —► S1 = R/27rZ be a homotopy equivalence.

Suppose fj : R1 —► R1 and X : R1 —♦ R1 ore some h/is of n and X respectively. Then

there exist a finite union U of disjoint closed intervals contained in the interval

[0,27r) such that: (i) the total length \U\ ofU is > 1 and, (ii) for any uGU, there

is some t(u) G X  1(u) satisfying

(2.2) |À(r?(i(u)))-À(i(u))|>l/a.

PROOF. First we remark that we can assume that X is homotopic to idgi,

and since n is fixed point free, n ~ idgi. In this way, r)(t + 2ir) = »7(f) + 27r,

A(t+27r) = A(i)+27T. Since na — id and r? is fixed point free, we have fja(t) = t-\-2içj,

for some integer j jí 0. Let us start with the case 3 > 0. The proof is patterned on

[HI, pp. 88-90] where the map ir2of" corresponds to our A. Define the "last point"

function /: R1 -* R1 by l(u) - max{r;i G À_1(u)} and let L = ¿(R1). Then / is

increasing, A o / = id, / o A > id, l(u + 2tt) = l(u) + 2n, and L is lower semiclosed in

the sense that if í¿'€ L, í¿ \ iœ, then t^ G L. Define the "next last point" function

to: R1 —♦ R1 by m(t) = min{r G L;r > t}. Then to is nondecreasing, mCR.1) Ç L,

m(t) > t, m(t + 2n) = m(t) + 2n, m o l(u) = l(u), and X(m(t)) < X(t). Now define

r)' : R1 —» R1 by 77' = Xomofjol. Then fj' is nondecreasing, rj'(Xol(u)) < X(fjol(u)),

and

r)'a(u) — (X o to o fj o l)a(u) = Xo(mofjolo A)a-1 o to o fj o l(u)

> A o (to o fj)0"1 o mo fj(l(u)) — Xo (mo fj)a(l(u)) > A o to o fja o l(u)

= A o m(l(u) + 2-ïïj) = X o m o l(u) + 2nj = u + 2irj.

Let u0 = 0, ui = fj'(uo),...,ua-i = fj'(ua-2),ua — fj'(ua-i). Then ua =

fj"*(0) > 2nj > 2tt. Let Uj0, ¿o < a, be the element such that u¿0 > 27r and

Ui0-i < 2ir. Set u'0 = un, u\ = ui,...,u(o_1 = u¿0_i,u¿ = 27T. Let {/ be the

union of closed intervals [u¿,u¿ + \(u'i+l — u'J] for 0 < i < i0 — 1 which satisfy

u'i+i - u'i > 2ir/2a. Since i0 < a, \U\ > |(2tt/2) > 1.
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For any u G K,w¿ + \(u'i+i - u'A], let t(u) = l(u), then

X(fj(t(u)))-X(t(u)) = X(fjol(u))-~Xol(u)

> fj'(X o l(u)) — u = fj'(u) — u

>^«)-(«;+è(<M-«i))

= 12(u,l+i-u'l)>\(2ir/2a)>lla.

This proves the lemma in the case j > 0. When j < 0, it is enough to replace rj, X, fj

and A by ßonoß,ßoXoß,ßofjoß and /? o A o /? respectively, where ß(t) — —t,

t G S1 and ß(t) = —t, t G R1, and apply the result proved for the case j > 0.    D

PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Suppose contrarily that there were some homeomor-

phism h: Mn+1 -* An+1 such that hofoh'1 : Nn+1 -* Nn+1 is Cs for some s > r.

Let h! = h o ip: Dn x S1 —► An+1, then h! is a topological embedding such that

h'ofnjoh'-1 =hofoh~1 isa.CsmapÍTominth'(DnxS') = h'(bnxS1) C Nn+1
o'

to itself, where Dn = intDn. We will show this yields a contradiction.
o

Let A: h'(Dn x S1) —► S1 = R/2irZ be a smooth approximation of ir2 o h'-1,

where tt2 : Dn xS1 —» S1 is the projection onto the second factor. We will denote by

X the universal cover of A, for any manifold X. So A is a C°°-manifold if A is. Let

Ä: /.'(¿"xS1) —R1,^: ¿"xR1 -» h'(Dn x S1), and /n,r : ¿»"xR1 -^Ö^R1

be some lifts of A, *V and /„jr respectively. By (1.4) and (1.5) we may choose fnj

to satisfy:

(2.3) fntr = id    near dQk x R1    Vfc > 1.

For any fc > 1, let a = ak,n(i) = r/fc(i) = tt2 o fn,r(qk,t): S1 -♦ S\^(i) =

r]fc(i) = 7T2 ofn<r(qk,t): R1 - R\A(i) = Afc(i) = fioh'(qk,t): S1 -> S1, and

A = Afc(i) = A o h'(qk,t): R1 —► R1. A is obviously a homotopy equivalence, and

by (1.6), rj^k = id. By Lemma 2.2, there exists a finite union of closed intervals

Uk — U Ç [0,27r) with total length \Uk\ > 1, such that for any u G Uk,3tk(u) =

t(u) G A¿"1(u), such that (2.2) holds, ife(w) G Aj^u) means that

(2.4) Koh'(qk,tk(u))=u,

and (2.2) implies

(2.5) \loh' o fn,r(qk, tk(u)) - Ä o h'(qk, tk(u))\ > l/ttfc.

o

Fix some Riemannian metric on A"+1, so h'(Dn x S1) is a Riemannian subman-

ifold. The pullback by the covering map of this metric gives a Riemannian metric

on h'(Dn x S1). Since h'(Dn x S1) = h(Dn x S1) is compact in An+1, we have

(2.6) Volume(h'(Dn x S1)) < oo.

Let p: h'(Dn x S1) -»• S1 and p: h'(Dn x S1) -♦ R be the following functions:

(2.7) p(p) =Aoh'o /n,r o h'~l(p) - A(p),
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and

(2.8) p(p) = ~Aoh'o fn>T o h'-\p) - Ä(p).

Then p is a lift of p. By (2.3),

(2.9) p = 0   near h!(dQk x R1)    Vfc > 1.

o

Since A is C°° and h' o /„ r o fo'-1 was supposed to be Cs in /i'(.Dn x S1) 3)

/i'(¿"(l/2) x S1) we deduce by (2.7) that

(2.10) HpII     .   o = \\p\\ o <Ki,
C»(/l'(D"(l/2)xR1)) C°(h'(D"(l/2)xSi))

for some constant Ai > 0, where || • ||cs(x) denotes the Cs-norm.

Let 6 > 0 and cx > 0 be such that for any point p in h'(Dn(l/2) x S1) the ball
o

B(p,6) in Nn+1 centered at p of radius 6 is contained in h'(Dn x S1) and

(2.11) Volume(B(p,7)) > c,7n+1    V7 € (0,6].

We may also assume that 6 is less than the injectivity radius at any point in

h'(Dn(l/2) x S1). It follows that any ball D(p,-f) in h'(Dn x S1), with

pG~h'(bn(l/2)xS1)

O

and 7 < ¿, isometrically injects into hl(Dn x 51) by the covering map. Since A is
o

smooth on h'(Dn x S1) 3 h'(Dn(l/2) x S1), so there is some constant K2 > 0 such

that

(2.12) |Ä(p) - Ä(p')| < K2d(p,p')    Vp,p' G h'(Dn(l/2) x R1),

o

where d is the distance in h'(Dn x S1).

For any u G Uk, we let pk(u) = h'(qk,tk(u)) G h'(Qk x R1). Then by (2.5) and

(2.8),

(2.13) \fi(Pk(u))\ > !/«*■

But by (2.9), p. = 0 near h'(dQk x R1), and by (2.10) and (1.3), p has bounded

C-norm in h'(Qk x R1) Ç h'(Dn(l/2) x R1). So by repeated application of the

Mean Value Theorem to p on geodesic segments joining pk(u) and points on the

closed subset h'(dQk x R1) nearest to pk(u), we may obtain

Distance(pfc(tt),/y(dQfc x R1)) > c2(l/ak)1/s,

for some constant c2 > 0 independent of fc with c2(l/ak)l^s < ¿ Vfc > 1 (recall

that Ofc —* 00). This implies that the ball B(pk(u),c2(l/ak)l^s) is contained in

h'(Qk x R1). But \Uk\ > 1 and Uk Q [0,27r), so there are points u¿ G Uk, i —

1,2,...,jk, for some

(2.14) jk>(2K2c2(l/ak)l'sy1-2,
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such that K2c2(l/ak)1/s < u\ < • ■ • < Ujk < 2n-K2c2(l/ak)1/3, and |u¿+i -u¿| >

2A2C2(l/ofc)1/s. Then by (2.4), (2.12) and the definition of pk(u), for any points

p G B(pk(ui),c2(l/ak)1/s) andp' G B(pk(ui+i),c2(l/ak)1^), we have

(2.15) 0 < Ä(p) < Ä(p') < 2tt.

It follows that Wk — U¿li B(pk(ui),c2(l/ak)1^s) is a disjoint union of balls con-

tained in i.-l([Q,2ir))r\h'(Qk x R1), with

Vol\xme(Wk) = y^ VolumeB j Pk(ui),c2 I — I      J .

By (2.11) and (2.14), it follows that

Volume^) > jkCi(c2(l/ak)1/3)n+1

>c3(l/ak)n/s(l-K3(l/ak)1/s),

for some constants c3 > 0, A3 > 0 independent of k. As Qk are disjoint subsets

of Dn, Wk C Ä-^tO^Tr)) n h'(Qk x R1) are all disjoint. Let W = \\Wk, then by
(2.16), (1.1) and the fact that a¿ converges to 00, we have

(2.17) Volume(^)   : > ' c3 |     - )       ( 1 - K3 ( — J      ) = 00.

On the other hand, since W is a subset of the fundamental domain A  1([0,27r)) Ç

h'(Dn x S1) for h'(Dn x S1), we have

Volume(iy) < Volume^"1 ([0,2tt))) = Volume(h'(D x S2)),

which contradicts (2.6) and (2.17).    D

Using Theorem 2.1, all results in [H2] on the existence of nonsmoothable folia-

tions and the density theorem for unsmoothable diffeomorphisms extend to the case

n + 1 = 4. (In fact, in Harrison's statement of the density theorem [H2, Corollary

4], it is permissible to use the C-topology rather than the C°-topology.)
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